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Microscopic swimmers, e.g., chemotactic bacteria and cells, are capable of directed motion by exerting a force on their environ-
ment. For asymmetric microswimmers, e.g., bacteria, spermatozoa and many artificial active colloidal particles, a torque is also
present leading in two dimensions to circular motion and in three dimensions to helicoidal motion with a well-defined chirality.
Here, we demonstrate with numerical simulations in two dimensions how the chirality of circular motion couples to chiral fea-
tures present in the microswimmer environment. Levogyre and dextrogyre microswimmers as small as 50nm can be separated
and selectively trapped in chiral flowers of ellipses. Patterned microchannels can be used as funnels to rectify the microswimmer
motion, as sorters to separate microswimmers based on their linear and angular velocities, and as sieves to trap microswimmers
with specific parameters. We also demonstrate that these results can be extended to helicoidal motion in three dimensions.
1 Introduction
Differently from simple Brownian particles, whose motion is
dominated by random thermal fluctuations, microswimmers
are capable of directed motion. Many microorganisms can
actively explore their environment, e.g., E. coli bacteria and
white blood cells1. Recently, several artificial microswimmers
have also been demonstrated, e.g., self-diffusiophoretic Janus
microparticles2–13. These microswimmers hold the promise
of major applications in several fields, e.g., to deliver drugs
within tissues, to localize pollutants in soils and to perform
tasks in lab-on-a-chip devices14–17.
In order to perform active motion, a microswimmer must
exert a force on its surroundings18,19. If this driving force acts
along the line of motion, the microswimmer will move along a
straight line just perturbed by random Brownian fluctuations6.
However, often the microswimmer is asymmetric so that the
driving force and the propulsion direction are not aligned20.
This results in the microswimmer exerting a torque and in chi-
ral active Brownian motion, i.e. in two dimensions circular
motion and in three dimensions helicoidal motion with a well-
defined chirality. There are many natural examples of chiral
microswimmers. For example, E. coli bacteria (Fig. 1a) and
spermatozoa undergo helicoidal motion, which becomes two-
dimensional chiral active Brownian motion when moving near
boundaries21–27. Also, artificial microswimmers show char-
acteristic chiral trajectories when they are asymmetrical either
by engineering or by chance. Moving down to the nanoscale,
we can also consider molecular-sized chiral microswimmers,
which can be obtained by joining a chiral molecule with a chi-
ral propeller, e.g., a flagellum (Fig. 1b).
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Sorting microswimmers based on their swimming proper-
ties, e.g. velocity, angular velocity and chirality, is of utmost
importance for various branches of science and engineering.
Genetically engineered bacteria can be sorted based on phe-
notypic variations of their motion1. Velocity-based spermato-
zoa selection can be employed to enhance the success prob-
ability in the artificial fertilization techniques28. Considering
the intrinsic variability of microfabrication techniques, the ef-
ficiency of artificial microswimmers for a specific task, e.g.,
drug-delivery or bioremediation, can be increased by select-
ing only the ones with the most appropriate swimming proper-
ties. Finally, the separation of levogyre and dextrogyre chiral
molecules can be more effectively accomplished by chemi-
cally coupling them to chiral propellers, sorting the resulting
chiral microswimmers and finally detaching the propellers.
This is important because, e.g., often only one specific chiral-
ity is needed by the chemical and pharmaceutical industry29
and can hardly be achieved by mechanical means due to the
extremely small Reynolds numbers30,
In this article, we numerically demonstrate that chiral mi-
croswimmers can be sorted on the basis of their swimming
properties by employing some simple static patterns in their
environment. Even though we demonstrate most of the results
using two-dimensional chiral microswimmers moving within
two-dimensional patterned environments, we also show that
these results can be adapted to the case of three-dimensional
chiral microswimmers. We show that a chiral flower, i.e. a
chiral structure formed by some tilted ellipses arranged in a
circle, can trap microswimmers with a specific chirality and
can, therefore, be used to separate a racemic mixture. We
also demonstrate that a patterned microchannel can be used
as a funnel to rectify the motion of chiral microswimmers, as
a sorter of microswimmers based on their linear and angu-
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Fig. 1 Chiral microswimmers. (a) Escherichia coli bacteria
perform a characteristic chiral motion in the proximity of a surface.
(b) Active chiral molecules can be obtained by chemically attaching
a chiral molecule with a chiral propeller, e.g., a flagellum. (c−g)
The trajectories of chiral levogyre (red) and dextrogyre (black)
microswimmers with different radii (R = 1000, 500, 250, 125, and
50nm for (c), (d), (e), ( f ) and (g) respectively, see Tab. 1 for the
other parameters) are qualitatively similar as long as the Pe´clet
number is kept constant and the time is scaled accordingly (t = 10s,
2.5s, 625ms, 157ms and 25ms for (c), (d), (e), ( f ) and (g)
respectively). See also the supplementary movies 1, 2 and 3
corresponding to (c), (d) and (e) respectively. (h) Average of 105
trajectories starting at [x(0), y(0)] = [0µm, 0µm] with ϕ(0) = 0 for
levogyre (red) and dextrogyre (black) microswimmers as in (c).
lar velocities, and as a sieve to trap microswimmers with spe-
cific parameters. All these phenomena can be scaled down to
smaller microparticles as long as the Pe´clet number is main-
tained constant.
2 Model
The motion of chiral microswimmers arises from the com-
bined actions of random diffusion, an internal self-propelling
force and a torque. We describe such motion using a model
based on the one proposed in Ref. 20 to describe two-
dimensional chiral microswimmers performing circular active
Brownian motion. The position [x(t), y(t)] of a spherical par-
ticle with radius R undergoes Brownian diffusion with trans-
lational diffusion coefficient
DT =
kBT
6piηR
(1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and
η is the fluid viscosity. The particle self-propulsion results
in a directed component of the motion, whose speed v we will
assume to be constant and whose direction depends on the par-
ticle orientation ϕ(t). ϕ(t) undergoes rotational diffusion with
rotational diffusion coefficient
DR =
kBT
8piηR3
. (2)
In chiral microswimmers, ϕ(t) also rotates with angular ve-
locity Ω as a consequence of the torque acting on the particle.
The sign of Ω determines the microswimmer chirality. The
resulting set of Langevin equations describing this motion is: dϕ(t) = Ω dt+
√
2DR dWϕ
dx(t) = vsin(ϕ(t)) dt+
√
2DT dWx
dy(t) = vcos(ϕ(t)) dt+
√
2DT dWy
(3)
where Wϕ , Wx and Wy are independent Wiener processes. Iner-
tial effects are neglected because of the low Reynolds number
regime. Equations (3) are then solved using some standard
finite-difference numerical methods31,32. We have assumed
that the microswimmers are spherical, e.g., active Janus mi-
croparticles6,12, but these equations can be straightforwardly
generalized to elongated microswimmers, e.g., nanorods and
bacteria, by employing diffusion matrices instead of diffusion
constants33,34. For the three-dimensional chiral motion sim-
ulations, we employed a straightforward generalization of the
previous model based on Ref. 35.
In patterned environments, the microswimmers will often
encounter obstacles12. In these interactions, when a mi-
croswimmer gets in contact with an obstacle, it landslides
along the obstacle until its motion orientation points away
from the obstacle. Numerically, this is implemented by sup-
pressing the motion component perpendicular to the obstacle
perimeter when pointing onwards the obstacle. Even though
this model does not include hydrodynamic effects between
the microswimmers and the structures, it has been shown to
describe accurately the interaction trajectories of microswim-
mers near an obstacle in Ref. 12.
3 Homogeneous Environments
The red line in Fig. 1c is a sample trajectory for a levogyre
microswimmer with R = 1000nm (see Tab. 1 for the full list
of parameters) moving in an environment free from obstacles.
It bends counterclockwise tracking almost circular trajectories
just disturbed by Brownian fluctuations. Changing the chiral-
ity sign to dextrogyre (black line in Fig. 1c), the trajectory
behaves similarly but bending clockwise. This characteristic
behavior becomes clearer considering the ensemble average of
many trajectories. In Fig. 1h, we plot the average of 105 tra-
jectories starting at [x(0), y(0)] = [0µm, 0µm] with ϕ(0) = 0
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Table 1 Microswimmer parameters used in the simulations. From the radius R the rotational diffusion coefficient DR and the translational
diffusion coefficient DT are obtained using Eqs. (2) and (1) respectively. The linear velocity v and the angular velocity ω are rescaled in order
to maintain the Pe´clet number Pe = RvDT constant.
R(nm) DR (rad2 s−1) DT (µm2 s−1) v(µms−1) Ω(rads−1) Pe
1000 0.16 0.22 3.13e+1 ±3.14 142
500 1.32 0.44 1.25e+2 ±1.26e+1 142
250 10.54 0.88 5.00e+2 ±5.03e+1 142
125 84.4 1.76 2.00e+3 ±2.00e+2 142
50 1320 4.4 1.25e+4 ±1.25e+3 142
with levogyre (red line) and dextrogyre (black line) chirality;
the average trajectories describe a spira mirabilis whose ori-
entation depends on the motion chirality20. The dimensions
of the spire mirabilis define a length scale for the rotation of
the swimmers, which is relevant in the presence of patterns in
the environment.
Similar results are obtained for smaller particles as long as
the Pe´clet number is kept constant. This is achieved by rescal-
ing t, v and Ω according to R−2. For example, in Figs. 1d-g,
the trajectories for R = 500, 250, 125, and 50nm (see Tab. 1
for the full list of parameters). Even though some qualita-
tive resemblance between these trajectories and the ones for
R = 1000nm (Fig. 1c) can be spotted, as the particle size de-
creases the trajectories become less deterministic due to the
fact that the rotational diffusion, responsible for the reorienta-
tion of the particle direction, scales according to R−3 (Eq. (2))
while the translation diffusion only according to R−1 (Eq. (1)).
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Fig. 2 Chiral microswimmers in a chiral environment. (a) 10s
trajectories of a levogyre (red line) and dextrogyre (black line)
microswimmer with R = 1000nm (Tab. 1) in a chiral flower of
ellipses (shaded areas). See also the supplementary movie 4. (b)
Radial position distribution after 10s of 1000 levogyre (red
histogram) and dextrogyre (black histogram) microswimmers
starting from the center of the chiral flower at t = 0s.
4 Patterned Environments
4.1 Chirality Separation
The microswimmers can be selected on the basis of the sign of
their motion chirality in the presence of some chiral patterns
in the environment, e.g., an arrangement of tilted ellipses (or
any other elongated shape) along a circle forming what we
call a chiral flower. The shaded areas in Fig. 2a depict a chi-
ral flower where the ellipses are arranged along a circle with
radius 11µm. The dimensions of this structure are chosen to
be comparable with the characteristic length scale defined by
the spire mirabilis (1). The levogyre microswimmer (red line
in Fig. 2a) is able to enter and exit the chiral flower without
difficulty; however, a dextrogyre microswimmer (black line in
Fig. 2a) is trapped within the chiral flower. Fig. 2b shows
the radial position distribution of 105 microswimmers after
10s from when they are released from the center of the chi-
ral flower: the levogyre microswimmers (red histogram) are
outside the chiral flower, while the dextrogyre ones (black his-
togram) are trapped inside.
We can use the previous observation to devise a simple de-
vice to separate and trap microswimmers with different chi-
ralities. As shown in Fig. 3, we use two chiral flowers with
opposite chiralities enclosed in a box where the microswim-
mers can move freely. We start at time t = 0s (Fig. 3a) with a
racemic mixture placed inside each of the chiral flowers. Al-
ready at t = 10s (Fig. 3b), most of the levogyre (dextrogyre)
microswimmers have escaped the right (left) chiral flower,
while the opposite chirality ones remain trapped. In the subse-
quent time, the free microswimmers explore the space of the
box util they get trapped by the corresponding chiral flower
(Fig. 3c-d). Almost all microswimmers are stably trapped by
t = 500s (Fig. 3e-f). In order to quantify the sorting efficiency,
we introduce the parameter
Q =
1
2
[
LL
LL+DL
+
DD
LD+DD
]
×100%, (4)
where LL (DL) is the number of levogyre (dextrogyre) mi-
croswimmers in the levogyre flower and DD (LD) is the num-
ber of dextrogyre (levogyre) microswimmers in the dextrogyre
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Fig. 3 Separation of levogyre and dextrogyre microswimmers. (a)
At t = 10s, the microswimmers (R = 1000nm, Tab. 1) are released
inside two chiral flowers with opposite chirality. (b− f ) As time
progresses, the levogyre (black symbols) microswimmers are
trapped in the right chiral flower and the dextrogyre (red symbols)
ones in the left chiral flower. See also the supplementary movie 5.
flower calculated after 500s. We easily obtain Q ≈ 100% for
a wide range of parameters of the chiral flower, as we show
in Fig. 4. The time to separate the microswimmers is not sig-
nificantly affected by the parameters of the chiral flowers, but
mainly by the size of the containing box. Furthermore, very
high sorting efficiencies are obtained using the same chiral
flowers also for smaller particles down to 50nm, despite the
dominant randomness of their trajectories (Fig. 4).
4.2 Sorting by Velocity
A patterned microchannel can be used to sort the microswim-
mers on the basis of their linear velocity. We show an ex-
ample of such microchannel in Fig. 5a (grey areas). It is
formed by a series of elliptical structures inserted on the chan-
nel walls at an angle and slightly shifted between the top and
bottom sides. In this way the channel is itself chiral. Chi-
ral microswimmers placed at position x = 0µm at t = 0s be-
have differently depending on their linear velocity. For exam-
ple, at t = 1000s, levogyre microswimmers with v = 70µm/s
(red symbols in Fig. 5a) have propagated towards the right
several hundreds microns, while slower microswimmers with
v = 40µm/s (black symbols in Fig. 5a) are trapped near the
initial position; both microswimmers have the same chiral-
ity and angular velocity Ω = +3.1rad/s. The patterned mi-
crochannel works as a funnel to rectify the motion of chiral
microswimmers, as demonstrated from the fact that the mi-
croswimmers move towards the right. The microswimmer
motion in the channel can be thought of as a ratchet driven by
the microswimmers own self-propulsion36. The microchan-
nel works also as a sieve to trap microswimmers with spe-
cific parameters, e.g., in Fig. 5 only microswimmers with
v > 40µm/s can propagate to the right. Changing the struc-
ture of the channel it is possible to change the velocity thresh-
old below which the microswimmers start propagating. Fi-
nally, it is also possible to use the channel as a microswimmer
sorter based on their linear, as shown in Figs. 5b-e. When
we place at t = 0s a mixture of particles with v = 40, 50, 60
and 70µm/s at position x= 0µm/s (Fig. 5b), we observe that
the probability distributions of particles with different speed
separate over time (Figs. 5c-e). Faster particles propagate fur-
ther along the channel while the slower particles are held back.
The separation efficiency increases with time as the particles
propagate further along the channel.
4.3 Sorting by Angular Velocity
The patterned microchannel introduced in the previous sub-
section can also be used to sort particles according to their an-
gular velocity. In Fig. 5a, we show that microswimmers with
v= 40µm/s andΩ= 3.1rad/s (black symbols) are trapped at
their initial position after 10000s, while microswimmers with
Ω = 2.2rad/s (red symbols) can propagate. Over time, it is
possible to separate particles with smaller differences in an-
gular velocity, as shown by the histograms in Fig. 5b-e for
Ω= 2.2, 2.5, 2.8 and 3.1µm/s.
4.4 Sorting of 3D Chiral Microswimmers
The sorting mechanism discussed here for the case of two-
dimensional chiral microswimmers performing circular mo-
tion can also be adapted to the case of three-dimensional chi-
ral microswimmers performing helicoidal motion by using
structures that are chiral in three dimensions. An example is
demonstrated in Fig. 7. In a microchannel patterned with a
chiral flower at a certain height, microswimmers moving in
a given direction, e.g. because they are made to enter the
tube from a given end, will behave differently depending on
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the chirality: levogyre microswimmers (red line on the left of
Fig. 7) will tend to escape from the tube, while dextrogyre
microswimmers (black line on the right of Fig. 7) will tend
to remain in the tube. With the structure presented in Fig. 7,
we obtained a sorting efficiency Q = 93%. It is also possi-
ble to extend to the sorting of three-dimensional microswim-
mers the approaches proposed in Figs. 5 and 6 by decorating
the inside walls of the microchannel with chiral patterns. A
similar approach has been implemented to sort passive chiral
microswimmers making use of hydrodynamic interactions37;
however, the advantage of employing active chiral particles,
instead of relying on hydrodynamic interactions, is that it is
possible to achieve much higher sorting efficiency in shorter
times and distances.
5 Conclusions and Outlook
We have studied the sorting of chiral microswimmers on the
basis of the chirality, linear velocity and angular velocity of
their motion. This is obtained by using an environment with
chiral patterns, which can be readily fabricated by standard
microfabrication techniques. The main advantage lays in the
simplicity of these methods, which only rely on static envi-
ronmental structures and on the microswimmers’ own self-
propulsion, without requiring moving parts, fluid flows or ex-
ternal forces. These techniques can be exploited to separate
naturally occurring chiral active particles, e.g., bacteria and
spermatozoa, and also to separate chiral passive particles, e.g.,
chiral molecules, by coupling them to some chiral motors.
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6 Supplementary Materials
6.1 Supplementary Movie 1
Trajectories of chiral levogyre (red) and dextrogyre (black) microswimmers
with R= 1µm (see Tab. 1 for the other parameters), corresponding to Fig. 1c.
6.2 Supplementary Movie 2
Trajectories of chiral levogyre (red) and dextrogyre (black) microswimmers
with R = 0.50µm (see Tab. 1 for the other parameters), corresponding to
Fig. 1d.
6.3 Supplementary Movie 3
Trajectories of chiral levogyre (red) and dextrogyre (black) microswimmers
with R = 0.25µm (see Tab. 1 for the other parameters), corresponding to
Fig. 1e.
6.4 Supplementary Movie 4
Trajectories of a levogyre (red line) and dextrogyre (black line) microswim-
mer with R = 1.00µm (see Tab. 1 for the other parameters) in a chiral flower
of ellipses (shaded areas), corresponding to Fig. 2a.
6.5 Supplementary Movie 5
Separation of levogyre (red symbols) and dextrogyre (black symbol) mi-
croswimmers with R = 1.00µm (see Tab. 1 for the other parameters) in a
chiral patterned environment, corresponding to Fig. 3.
6.6 Supplementary Movie 6
Separation of 1.00µm microswimmers with v = 40 (black symbols) and
70µm/s (red symbols) 1000s (other parameters as in Tab. 1) in a patterned
microchannel, corresponding to Fig. 5a.
6.7 Supplementary Movie 7
Separation of 1.00µm microswimmers with Ω = 2.2 (black symbols) and
3.1rad/s (red symbols) 1000s after they have been released from position
x = 0µm (v = 40µm/s, other parameters as in Tab. 1) in a patterned mi-
crochannel, corresponding to Fig. 6a.
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Fig. 4 Sorting efficiency. (a) Parameters of the chiral flower: a is
the radius of the flower; l is the length of the ellipses; and ξ is the
angle of the ellipses. (b-d) Sorting efficiency Q (Eq. (4)) as a
function of (b) a, (c) l, and (d) ξ for various particle sizes (Tab. 1)
using the configuration in Fig. 3. Each datapoint is calculated using
50 levogyre and 50 dextrogyre particles placed inside the chiral
flowers. The error bars represent one standard deviation repeating
the numerical simulations 10 times.
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Fig. 5 Linear velocity based sorting in a microchannel. (a)
Patterned microchannel (grey areas) and position of levogyre
1000nm microswimmers with v = 40 (black symbols) and 70µm/s
(red symbols) 1000s after they have been released from position
x = 0µm (other parameters as in Tab. 1). See also the supplementary
movie 6. (b− e) Histograms at various times of 1000 particles with
v = 40, 50, 60 and 70µm/s released at t = 0s from x = 0µm.
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Fig. 6 Angular velocity based sorting in a microchannel. (a)
Patterned microchannel (grey areas) and position of levogyre
1000nm microswimmers with Ω= 2.2 (black symbols) and
3.1rad/s (red symbols) 1000s after they have been released from
position x = 0µm (v = 40µm/s, other parameters as in Tab. 1). See
also the supplementary movie 7. (b− e) Histograms at various times
of 1000 particles with Ω= 2.2, 2.5, 2.8 and 3.1µm/s released at
t = 0s from x = 0µm.
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Fig. 7 Sorting of three-dimensional chiral microswimmers. The
transparent structures represent a circular microchannel (inner
diameter 10µm) with an engraved chiral flower. Views from the
side (top) and from above (bottom) are presented. When levogyre
microswimmers (R = 1000nm, v = 3.2e+2µm/s, Ω=+50rad/s,
red line on the left) are made to enter the channel from the lower end
to break the reflection symmetry of the channel, they tend to exit the
channel as soon as they reach the chiral flower, differently from
dextrogyre microswimmers (Ω=−50rad/s, black line on the right),
which are prevented from escaping. The sorting efficiency is
Q = 93%.
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